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[SETI] wrote:

“Why are people so negative? At least they should be positive and see the purpose in a bigger picture.

It's normal that when an organization is growing, responsibilities are passed down to lower subjects.

This "Guardian" initiative resembles the reason Adolf Hitler founded The "Nazi SS" which is to protect and uphold the Pagan and "National Socialist" philosophy.

I look forward for a Greater JoS.

Hail Satan!!”

In modern society and since the enemy took over, the notion of power, political or societal position and standing, has been grossly misunderstood.

The misuse is so terrible that we are at a dangerous precedent where very few psychopaths now run everything to the point, they plan to put people into pods, or enslave them, or other gross absurdities. In a state of feeling wronged, we inherently blame "power" for this situation, thinking it's power that got into their head.

Power however is something like being very beautiful, or having a lot of wealth, or a lot of spiritual power, or a lot of knowledge. It is neutral and it can be put on a path to work for good purposes, or to promote decay. The latter is almost always the choice, because humanity no longer practices the opening of the consciousness.

On very high levels of consciousness, the very need to abuse human needs or engage in many absurdities, starts vanishing, as the soul starts reaching out to the supernal light and the Gods. This is why the per-requisite for advancing in any higher ministerial position in Egypt, was bound by the necessity to have meditated for a very long time.
All leaders were absolutely pushed to engage in Spiritual ascent practices to see the universe for what it was, and learn to value existence. Now, all sorts of people who have the mind of a slug, are in positions of power, tormenting humanity.

People who elevate themselves in these positions are overwhelmingly corrupted, frequently evil, and due to lack of ascent practices [Meditations that open up the mind] they can become falsely negative or even dangerous to society.

Judging from certain cases like Billy Gates or Presidents etc., we can see that power has often been used in a negative manner, or even a destructive manner. That is because the whole fabric of our society, and therefore of our understanding of power, is risen to and based on the higher levels of deception, corruption, and destructive forces.

In world where most power is literally totally misused to absolutely no real purpose and consciousness, it is absolutely normal to fear it, or even want to reduce it [since we know almost for a fact it will be misused, thanks to our present day world of animal consciousness].

Who are now the leaders of most Nations? Oftentimes the most deceitful, the most lying, the least capable, and for all intents, we oftentimes have to experience violence or negativity from them, not the other way around.

The above creates fear in people and they tend to misperceive power or assume that certain people having power will mean negative ends by default. Even worse, we have the situation where it is assumed by a default that power will be used falsely.

Many people also might misperceive my situation or that of others. The only thing I found after a decade of working very close to the Gods, is that if one plans to be vermin that gives nothing back and so on, that is not the place for them to be.

In particular, since after this time the Gods also have expectations out of me, I have to reduce my error margin as much as possible. Additionally, certain mistakes in my position are unacceptable, but they are perfectly acceptable even to be done every day by other people.

In other words, how responsibility reflects and quality reflects as one goes upwards, is the reverse on the side of the Gods compared to the side of the enemy where the biggest vermin gets the biggest post. Additionally, because active overseeing by the Gods, this becomes even more difficult to achieve or be able to pull anything with. There is judgement.
In our modern world since the Gods are not "present" in large scale affairs, there is nothing that stands above the head of those in power, and in their lives, they live in the delusion that their freedom of action means also freedom of ramification from these actions. That is the natural consequence of finding a civilization on total lies.

The JoS's plan is to have inside it a reverse morality and approach that is against of the world outside. If people outside abuse power to destroy, those who get in the JoS must use maximum power to be creative and positive, especially when the people are concerned.

As we can also see by reaching close to the Gods, the world the Gods recommend and help us build through consciousness is a dream-world compared to this dross that now we live in, barely above animal consciousness.

While mainstream sources tell you about lashed hebrews building pyramids, slavers that beat everyone, or whatever other nonsense [that is false and historically utterly false too], you should be able to still find the Truth if you are interested in it.

The Vizier was essentially a caretaker of the manual aspects of Egyptian civilization, and was under the Pharaoh or the right hand of the Pharaoh.

Below I will cite an example of what proper leadership looks like from the Egyptian tombs that describe the work of the Visier of the Pharaoh Tuthmose III, named Rekhira.

"I defended the husband-less widow. I established the son and heir on seat of his father. I gave bread to the hungry, water to the thirsty, meat and ointment and clothes to him that had nothing. I relieved the old man, giving him my staff, and causing the old woman to say "What a good action!", I hated inequity, and wrought it not, causing false men to be fastened head downwards". (Van de Mieroop 178 as seen in World History.org.)

As one can see, the role of power is to be mostly constructive, creative, and good. I therefore understand all concerns, challenges and want to hear all potential opinions, to address everything. We are all also judged by our works, be it from our fellow human beings, fellow SS and above all the Gods.
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